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Abstract processing of reactor elements and scrap reprocessing
have been generated and stored at various sites at the

A novel nondestructive measurement system has facility. The wastes are held in a variety of container
been developed to perform combined gamma-ray, sizes ranging from 55-gal drums to crates of different
passive neutron, and active neutron analyses of dimensions; and are contaminated with plutonium
radioactive waste packaged in large crates. The and other transuranics, uranium, and a wide array of
system will be used to examine low level and fission products. Waste matrices are generally highly
transuranic waste at the Waste Receiving and heterogeneous mixtures of failed equipment,
Processing facility at Westinghouse-Hanford Corp. concrete, dirt, glass, paper, plastic, steel, wood, lead,
Prior to delivery of the system, an extensive etc. In addition, substantial quantities of solidified
evaluation of its performance characteristics will be aqueous and organic waste, filters, lead, organic and
conducted. The evaluation is to include an inorganic solids, etc. are also stored there. According
assessment of the mechanical properties of the to the Tri-Party Agreement (or Hanford Federal
system, gamma-ray attenuation correction Facility Agreement and Consent Order) between the

algorithms, instrument response as a function of Environmental Protection Agency, Department of
source position, performance of the high resolution Energy, and State of Washington, Hanford is
gamma-ray detector for "hot spot" and isotopic required to provide characterization and treatment of
analyses, active and passive neutron counter these radioactive solid wastes. Toward this effort,

response, instrument sensitivity, matrix effects, and the Waste Receiving and Processing (WRAP)
packaging effects. This report will discuss the facilities are being constructed. The facilities will

findings of the evaluation program, to date, and take the legacy of Low Level Waste (LLW), Contact-
indicate future directions for the program. Handled Transuranic (CH-TRU), Remote-Handled

Transuranic (RH-TRU), and transuranic - estimated

Introduction to be low level waste currently stored at the site; and
treat, repackage, characterize, and certify it for long

The Hanford Facility in southeastern Washington term disposal.
contains a 50-year legacy of buried and retrievably Four integrated modules are proposed for the
stored wastes. The wastes, derived from Hanford's WRAP complex. Module 1 is scheduled to begin
material production role in the DOE complex, operation during the first quarter of 1997 for contact-
include materials in the low level, transuranic, and handled LLW and 1998 for TRU and TRU mixed

high level categories. Over the 50-year period, wastes. It will provide the primary means for
wastes originating from fabrication and chemical checking package integrity, processing, performing



• non destructive examination and assay, and certifying • Medium matrix is defined as relatively low
a large fraction of Hartford's solid wastes derived density (- 0.2 g/cm 3)waste consisting of
from on-site and off-site operating facilities, such things as wood, construction materials,
environmental and restor_tion/remediation activities, and some lighter metals, but without
and storage areas. After certification, TRU wastes chlorinated plastics or other neutron
will be disposed of at the WIPP site and LLW will be absorbers or high z materials.
disposed locally. Module 2, scheduled to begin

operation in the year 2000, will provide treatment, • Heavy matrix is defined as high density (-
repackaging, and characterization required for 0.8 g/cm 3)waste consisting of such things as
contact-handled low level mixed waste. Wastes concrete, soil, steel, lead, depleted uranium,
processed from this module are also destined for on- and failed equipment.
site disposal. The third module (Module 2B), is

planned for treatment, repackaging, characterization, In addition to designating matrix types, the
and certification of both contact-handled (start-up specifications also require that the system meet

date 2009) and remote-handled (start-up date 2010) performance criteria for three different box types
mixed and TRU waste. The final module is the with the dimensions and capacities shown in columns
Thermal Treatment Facility (TTF). Scheduled to 2, 3, and 4 of Table I. Although no accuracy or

begin operation in 2013, this facility will accept sensitivity constraints are required in the performance
mixed waste requiring thermal destruction prior to specification, a fourth box type (column 5 of the
burial. After thermal treatment, remote-handled low Table) is also included because it will be used to

level mixed waste will be packaged and sent to on- verify that the system's scanning methodology
site disposal; while the TRU mixed waste will be compensates for off-standard waste box dimensions.
returned to Module 2B for final packaging and

certification. Table 1. Properties of boxes to be measured with
BWAS.

Boxed Waste Assay System Performance
Requirements Property Standard B-25 Large SmallWasteBox Box Box Box

WRAP Module 1 will incorporate a Boxed Waste Length 1.8 1.8 2.4 0.91
Assay System (BWAS) that was designed and fro)

fabricated by Pajarito Scientific Corporation. The Width !.4 1.2 !.5 0.91
system will provide gamma-ray and passive/active ira)
neutron non destructive assay (NDA) capability for

Height 0.95 i.3 1.5 0.91
large boxes of newly generated and stored contact- (m)
handled radioactive solid waste. The BWAS has

been designed to classify the contents ofwaste boxes Volume 2.3 2.8 5.5 0.8

as LLW of category A, C, or greater than C; or TRU (m')
waste. In addition, the BWAS is to provide isotopic TareWt 340 290 450 TBD
analysis and determine the total radionuclide (kg) ....

inventory in the waste boxes. MaxWt 2150 3000 4500 610
Performance requirements _for the system, as (kg)

determined by Westinghouse Hanford Co., are , _n
established as a function of waste matrix type. Three

broad types of matrices have been identified as Besides the box types listed in Table 1, the system
representative of Hanford's waste and are defined by is also required to assay boxes with dimensions other
the specification used to establish requirements for than those listed in the table. When off-standard

the BWAS: boxes are measured, the operator enters the correct
box dimensions into the system computer. The

• Laboratory waste is defined as low density computer then makes a correction to the
(- 0.1 g/cm 3) waste containing such things measurement result to compensate for the different
as paper, rags, rubber gloves, and some box size.

glass, but without chlorinated plastics or Gamma-ray energy analysis (GEA) of the waste

other neutron absorbers or high z materials, will be performed using multiple Nal detectors and



• one high resolution HPGe detector. The gamma-ray Sensitivity requirements for the BWAS are as
analysiswill directly identify and quantify, at a follows:
minimum, ten individual radionuclides which emit

gamma-rays within the energy range of 40 KeV to • Detect 20.0 pCi/g of_°Co, using GEA
1.6MeV. Nine of the isotopes required for
identification are _Co, I:-_Sb,_34Cs,I"Cs, _44Ce,15-'Eu, • Detect 20.0 pCi/g of _TCsusing GEA
1_4Eu,233U,and 239pu. Others isotopes may be added
later. A box scanning scheme will be used to permit • Detect 1.0 nCi/g of 239Puusing active
assay averaging and correction for radionuclide neutron interrogation
distribution, absorption, and geometric factors.
Scanning will be performed by moving the boxes To "detect" is defined as being able to determine
past the array of Nal detectors. The system will have that the net counts at the energy of interest exceed
the capability to adjust the length of scan to three times the one sigma background for the signal
accommodate the four box types listed in Table 1 as when no sample is present. These detection levels
well as off-standard size boxes. Finally, the GEA are to be achieved in a medium density matrix, with a
function must be fully capable of operating during background not exceeding 50 laR/hrand within the
the active neutron interrogation period to permit the two hour maximum time limit for an assay.
measurement of prompt gamma-rays emitted by To determine whether the BWAS meets the
neutron-activated elements, performance requirements outlined above, the system

Performance requirements dictate that passive is to undergo an extensive series of tests at the
neutron analysis be conducted via coincidence Plutonium Facility at Los Alamos National
counting of the thermalized neutrons from Laboratory. The test program will evaluate the
spontaneously fissioning isotopes within the waste sensitivity, accuracy, stability, isotope identification
boxes. Active neutron analysis will be based on the and quantification, and imaging properties of the
differential die away principle and will use a Zetatron system. In addition, the safety and diagnostic
pulsed neutron generator as a source and multiple subsystems of the BWAS, its box handling and
3Hedetector tubes surrounding the waste boxes, scanning capabilities, system availability, and
Using Passive-Active Neutron (PAN) assay performance under a number of off-standard
technology, the system will determine the quantity conditions will be evaluated. The Los Alamos
and approximate location of TRU, thorium, and Plutonium Facility was selected for the test program
uranium radionuclides either by direct measurement because of its access to kilogram quantities of
or by a ratio method using characterization plutonium, Hartford's desire for an independent and
information keyed in locally at the system or unbiased evaluation of the system's performance, and
transmitted from the Plant Management System for Los Alamos' recognized expertise in the field of
each box being assayed. NDA, among other reasons.

Although the GEA and PAN measurements need To date, fabrication of the BWAS has been
not be performed concurrently,the total time completedand an initial calibration of the system has
specified for bothassays is not to exceed 75 minutes, been performed. Delivery of the system to Los
Inthe event that a box is expected to be classified as Alamos is scheduled forAugust I, 1994 whereupon a
LLW,Category A, the BWAS operator may extend more extensive calibrationwill beperformed prior to
the time to complete an assay. However, initiation of the test program. At the completion of
performancerequirementslimit even these assays to the tests, the system will be disassembled and
lessthan two hours, shipped to Hanfordby July, 1995.

Accuracy requirements for each box type and
matrix configuration to be measuredby the system System Description
are listed in Table2. The GEA requirementsapply
providedthat there are gamma-raytransmissions of Figure 1 displaysa schematic drawing of the
greaterthan 0.5 %at energies of analytical interest. WRAP Boxed WasteAssay System (BWAS)
Foreach measurement method, the table indicates the concept. Boxes are loadedfrom one end onto a
nominal loading of plutonium, "TCs,or 6°Co computer-controlledturntable and transported into
(Column2) in the boxes; matrixtype (Column 3); the assay system proper by a computer-controlled,
and requiredproximity of the assay value to the chain drivenconveyor. The structuralcore of the
nominal loading (Column 4). system is the box conveyor which runs the entire

internal length of the assay system. The



• turntable/loading platform assembly is 10 ft in

diameter and the conveyor is 21.5 ft. long. For all --_ _

box sizes (up to 5 ft. x 5 ft. x 8 ft)and weight loading __._"_===_ .........-".
capacities (less than 15,000 lbs.), the system is

designed to operate under computer control with __:._..., AJ"
linear positioning accuracy of better than +/- 0.3 cm. _/_S'_-- i: _ i

T. "h el -
Table 2. BWAS accuracy requirements. ";;

Method Level Contents Requirement
,(+/-)

100nCi/gPu LabWaste ,, 40nCi/g

ACTIVE 10nCi/gPu Medium 7 nCi/g
Matrix

Figure 1. Combined IPAN/GEA Boxed Waste
100nCi/gPu Medium 50nCi/g AssaySystem.Matrix

III I I III

10g Pu LabWaste 4 g The boxes are first transported to the Sodium
I IIIII

Iodide (Nal) station for gamma-ray assay and
400g Pu Medium 40g imaging analysis. The station consists of !6PASSIVE Mavix

collimatedNaI(TI)gamma-raydetectors(each

400 g Pu Heavy 75g detector is 5 in. OD x 2 in. thick), four of which are
Matrix located symmetrically on each side wall, top and

200pCi/g LabWaste !00pCi/g bottom of the system. All detectors are centered on
GAMMA S'Co'"Cs the same plane perpendicular to the long axis of theRAY
ENERGY 2 mCi Medium 500pCi box. Imaging gamma-ray measurements are

ANALYSIS _'ComCs Matrix accomplished by recording individual spectra from

each NaI(Ti) detector and for several positions of the
400 g Pu Heavy 40g box as it is transported past the detector plane. Co6°Matrix

and Cs _3rgamma-ray transmission sources are

located on the top and along one side of the system,
An ultrasonic position measuring device is used in

also in the plane of the NaI(Ti) detectors. These
feedback mode to assure proper positioning for all

sources are used to provide transmission corrections
measurements. A complete measurement cycle for the gamma-ray assay function.
requires a box to traverse the length of the conveyor, Figure 2 depicts a cross-sectional view of thereturn to the turntable for a 180-degree rotation, then

NaI(TI) detectors housed in their shield/collimating
complete another full conveyor traverse, assemblies. The collimation is designed so that each

System specifications require all three bank of four detectors (on the sides, top, or bottom)
measurements (passive/active neutron, passive view substantially non-intersecting cone shapedgamma-ray) to be made on each waste box. In

segments of the largest boxes to be assayed. The
practice, it is anticipated that only the pulsed active combined scans of all 16 detectors cover all volume
measurement will provide quantitative TRU assay at elements of the box. Detector collimation used in

the 10 nci/g level. However, many boxes scheduled conjunction with the two gamma-ray transmission
to be processed at WRAP are thought to contain peaks (from _37Csand 6°Co) also makes possible a
larger amounts of TRU isotopes as well as significant complete gamma transmission map of each volume
amounts of fission and activation products, in these element of a box. This allows an accurate gamma-cases, all three measurement modalities will be
utilized, ray transmission correction to be made for all box

locations and for gamma-ray energies of practical
interest.



Figure 2. Cross-sectional view of Nal detector array.

After the Nal gamma-ray analysis, the box is Three dimensional neutron imaging is achieved
moved to the Imaging Passive/Active Neutron by (a) monitoring individual detector elements in

(IPAN) portion of the measurement system. This separate counting electronics and (b) by making
portion is composed of 142 individual 72 in. long x measurements at various box positions within the
2 in. OD x 2 atm. 3Heproportional counters aligned BWAS. This procedure is used for both passive and
in double rows along both side walls, top, and active neutron measurements. Several thermal and
bottom ofthe BWAS plus six flux monitors within epithermal neutron flux monitors are located on the

the sample chamber. The detector tube arrangement side wall opposite the MA and on the top and bottom
is shown in Figure 3. Passive mode detection surfaces. These are used during pulsed active
efficiency for a fission neutron source placed at the measurements to determine proper matrix corrections
center of the neutron detection chamber is 15%. in an imaging format.
Both passive mode coincidence counting and active The final measurement station of the BWAS

neutron analysis by the differential die-away consists of a 40% High Purity Germanium (HPGe)
technique: are performed in this part of the system, detector mounted on one side wall and connected to a

For active neutron measurements, interrogating computer controlled up/down scanner. The purpose
neutrons are produced from a pulsed Zetatron of the HPGe detector is to obtain definitive high
neutron generator housed within a resolution spectra of all significant hot spots
polyethylene/graphite/lead Moderating Assembly identified during the Nal imaging measurements.
(MA) which is centered along one side of the neutron Hot spot identification is accomplished through the
detector array. The MA is shown in Figure I as the combined effects of 180-degree box rotation,
large protruding object on the right side of the conveyor transport along the long axis of the box,
system. Short time bursts (10 microsec) of 14 MeV and use of individual Nal detector response from the
neutrons are produced in the Zetatron and exit the top, bottom, and side Nal detectors. This "3-D"
internal surface of the MA as i millisec duration, spectral imaging pinpoints the locations of intense
"plane wave" interrogation pulses of mixed gamma-ray sources within the waste boxes. When

epithermal/thermal energy neutrons, hot spots are discovered, up/down scanning of the



Figure 3. Cross-sectional view of neutron measurement chamber.

high resolution detector allows closer inspection and measurement modes to determine neutron detection
isotopic identification of the constituents, efficiencies for individual waste boxes.

The combined neutron and gamma-ray imaging Experimental data 6 indicate that statistically valid
data for each volume element in the box is weighted multiplicity distributions can be obtained even for
according to (a) observed signal levels and (b) small fissile masses (l 5 mg of _39pu).
"signal quality" which is loosely defined to be good
if the appropriate matrix correction factor is small Test Program
and poor if it is large. This information serves as a
basis for the combined neutron and gamma-ray To evaluate the measurement properties of the
imaging assay algorithm 3_ , to be described fully at a system, an extensive test program has been devised
later date, which contributes to the formal assay by Westinghouse Hanford Co. After final system
value for the waste boxes, checkout and calibration by PSC, the system will be

Two improvements in neutron assay technology delivered to the Los Alamos Plutonium Facility
have been incorporated into the BWAS. First, the where the tests will be conducted. As indicated

detection limit of neutron measurements has been above, several advantages arise from testing the
improved by measuring the coincidence neutron BWAS at the Los Alamos Plutonium Facility. First,
response in the active mode, rather than the singles the facility is a Designated Environmental

response. Because of the reduced background signal Management User Facility that is recognized by the
for coincidence neutrons, the lower limit of detection DOE as a test and demonstration center for new

is expected to be reduced by an order of magnitude, NDA instrument development. Private and public
or greater, sector access to the facility can be provided through

A second improvement in assay technology arises User Facility Agreements or other contractual
from the use of an active neutron multiplicity sorteP, mechanisms to provide cooperative arrangements
The sorter is used in both active and passive whereby new non destructive analysis techniques,



hardware, measurement algorithms, etc. can be tested indicated in Table 1, and contains six aluminum

and developed in an environment where substantial source/standard tubes strategically placed through the
quantities of radioactive material can be safely long axis of the box. Source and standard loadings
handled. Also, the Facility contains the necessary for the different matrices are indicated in Table 3.
support equipment and personnel to perform this Next, the Large Box, composed of 0.25 in thick
function including proper ventilation fixtures, fire aluminum, will be measured. Here again, six tubes

suppression equipment, extensive radiation have been inserted through the long axis of the box
monitoring apparatus, physical security and and standards/sources will be positioned in various
safeguards programs, solid and liquid radioactive locations among the three matrices in order to

waste disposal facilities, criticality control protocols, determine the response of the BWAS. Finally, the
and decontamination facilities, among others, which Small Waste Box, also fabricated from 0.25 in.
assure that testing can be performed in a safe and aluminum, will be tested. This box contains three
environmentally responsible manner. The facility is tubes which will be used for studying the BWAS

fully equipped and sanctioned to safely handle a response to matrix and positioning effects for the
broad range of radioactive materials and has a large different source/standard loadings.

inventory of plutonium scrap, pure oxides, and Before box measurements are begun, a check of
metals. Finally, the Facility has an experienced NDA the gamma-ray system will be performed using the
technical staff and an extensive range of standard mCs and 6°Co sources to determine peak-to-Compton
reference materials and comparison measurement ratios, full-width at half-maximum, full-width at one-
capabilities to assure credible evaluations of new tenth maximum, and full-width at 0.2 maximum in
instrumentation, the empty measurement chamber. Next, the

During the test program, the BWAS will be calibration and stability of both the gamma-ray and
located in a relatively low background area of the neutron measurement portions of the system will be
Facility. Gamma-ray and neutron background tested using an SWB with known source Ioadings of
radiation levels in this area average 17 _tP,,/hand 242 plutonium, uranium, 137Cs,and 6°Co. Provision is
_Rem/h, respectively, made here, and throughout the test program, for

Four different box types will be used for the tests, verification of test results by WHC representatives
The first box type, a 12 gauge steel Standard Waste and quality assurance corroboration. Then the boxes
Box with the dimensions indicated in Table 1, was will be loaded with sources and standards, but
fitted with four 8 in. diam Schedule 40 aluminum without matrix material, to determine baseline

pipe source tubes inserted through the long axis of performance. Finally, low, intermediate, and heavy
the box. During the tests, waste matrix simulants density matrices will be loaded into the boxes along
representing lab waste, medium density waste, and with the combinations of sources and standards

heavy density waste will be placed into the test shown in Table 3, and the BWAS response will be
boxes. Then various quantities of 137Cs,_Co, 23sU, recorded. Both active and passive neutron analyses,
and plutonium, spanning the range indicated in as well as the GEA technique, will be evaluated
Table 3, will be loaded into the tubes at different during the program. Based on the test measurements,
locations such that most of the box volume is the system's software and hardware will be evaluated
inspected during the measurement. Placement of the for accuracy, stability, calibration, sensitivity,
sources and standards at different locations will test isotopic identification, matrix correction factors, and
the ability of the software to identify source locations geometric response.
and determine geometric correction factors, mCs In addition to the tests indicated above to

and 6°Co were selected to test the gamma-ray investigate gamma-ray and neutron measurement
response of the system because of their presence in performance, several other tests will be conducted to
Hanford's waste streams, the overlap in gamma-ray d_etermine other operating parameters of the BWAS.
energies with those required by the procurement ln,':luded here are tests of the safety components in

specification, and simplicity of their spectra. For the the system, including interlocks, shut-down switches,
SWB, eight different combinations of these isotopes and safety beacons. Also, the availability of the

will be tested for the lab waste matrix simulant, nine system for measurements and its work history will be
for the medium density simulant, and seven for the evaluated in order to detect and quantify aspects of
heavy density material. When these test the BWAS that are prone to breakdown and/or

measurements have been completed, a second box difficult to repair. Further tests will be performed to
type, the B-25, will be tested. This box is also determine the susceptibility of the BWAS to high
composed of 12 gauge steel, has dimensions as radiation fields and background effects, system



Table 3. Source and standard box loadings.
I_ll

Box Matrix Type Number of mCs **Co _U _Pu
Type Loadings Range Range Range Range

.... (p_c,_!..... (p_ct) (.,._) (g)
LabWaste 8 10-1250 10-1250 3-1000 10-50

i,ii i .i i,ll,i i i i ill

SWB Medium 9 5-1940 5-1940 6-1000 15-100
in ill i i. i i

Heavy 7 30-1940 30-1940 348-3480 50-400i H .. i

LabWaste 7 5-1250 5.1250 4.206 None
8-25 .....

Medium 6 5-1940 5-1940 8-41! None
ii i i ii

Heavy 6 150.1940 100-1940 329-4933 None
LabWaste 8 50.1940 50.1940 9.1300 10-400

i i i

Large
Box Medium 9 , 10-1940 10-1940 17-2600 , 10-800

Heavy 12 5-1940 5-1940 69-3470 10-2000i

LabWaste 3 5-15 5-15 6-123 None
n i

Small
Box ,, Medium,, 3 ..5.1940, 5-1940 12-247 None

Heavy 3 5-15 5-15 148-1148 Nonei ,,|i i -

response to box sizes differing from those listed in Society National Meeting, Denver, Colorado, March
Table 1, disruptions in the power supply, and sources 2g-April 2, 1993.
that move during a measurement.

3. M. R. Newell and J. T. Caldwell, "Imaging Boxed
Summary Waste Assay System." IEEE Nuclear Science

Symposium and Medical Imaging Conference, San
To date, test site preparation at the Los Alamos Francisco, California, 2-4 November, 1993.

Plutonium Facility has been completed. Delivery of
the system to the Plutonium Facility is scheduled for 4. J. T. Caldwell, et al., "Greatly Improved

August !, !994, after which on-site calibration and Transuranic Waste Assay Accuracy Using Neutron
final check out will be performed. Initiation of the Signal Imaging." Transaction American Nuclear
test program is scheduled for October !, 1994. It is Society, Vol. 64,202 (1991).
anticipated that all tests will be concluded by May 1,
1995 whereupon the system will be disassembled, 5. J, T. Caldwell, et al., "High Sensitivity imaging
examined for contamination, and shipped to Hanford. passive and Active Neutron (IPAN) Transuranic
Thereafter, a test report which documents the results Assay System." 14th Annual ESARDA meeting,
of all tests, data obtained, associated calculations, Salamanca, Spain, 5-8 May 1992.
anomalies, and conclusions with respect to BWAS

compliance with performance specifications will be 6. G. S. Brunson and G. J. Arnone, "A New System
prepared by Los Alamos test personnel and for Analyzing Neutron Multiplicities:

forwarded to Hartford. Characterization and Some Specific Applications."
Los Alamos National Laboratory Formal Report LA-
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